
 

 

  



 

A Word From the Director 
October 21st, 2019 
 
Dear Community: 

 
Growing up, I distinctly remember that when a big storm hit and the lights would go out in our 

house, it was time to gather up a stack of board games from the basement closet and spread them out 
across the table in the lantern light. We would pass the time playing some of our family favorites: 
Yahtzee, Monopoly, Life and, of course, Clue. There is nothing like a board game to bring about the 
competitive side among family members. Clue really amped up the competition: no one could be trusted. 
Is the person to your right or left the culprit? Only time can tell. Of course, the evening would end with 
everyone either laughing or arguing—usually both—as the lights came back on in the house. I’m sure 
many people have memories like mine of playing board games with their family and, especially Clue. The 
unique characters, the rooms of the mansion, the infamous murder weapons, and the excitement of 
narrowing down the suspects until only one remained.  

The board game later inspired a movie (1985) by the same name directed by Jonathan Lynn. The 
film starred Tim Curry, Madeline Kahn, and  Michael McKean (to name a few) and created backstories 
for the iconic characters. Each of them arrive at the mansion after receiving a letter from an enigmatic 
blackmailer, Mr. Boddy. After a mysterious murder occurs, Colonel Mustard, Mrs. White, Mrs. Peacock, 
Professor Plum, Miss Scarlet, Mr. Green, and the butler Wadsworth must find out whodunit. The film 
originally had mixed reviews and did quite poorly in the box office, but it later developed a cult 
following. People came to love it because of its over-the-top acting, the endless one-liners and gags, and 
the hilariously complex plot.  

The film was later adapted by David Abbinanti, Jonathan Lynn, Hunter Foster, Eric Price & 
Sandy Rustin into Clue: On Stage. This amusingly eccentric comedy transitions well to stage, allowing 
for the hilarity unfold as the stage is transformed into the various rooms in the mansion. Clue: On Stage 
was definitely an ambitious choice for the Fall Production, but the students were intent on selecting it. An 
ensemble comedy such as Clue requires that every actor commit fully to their role and play it with 
conviction. Team-work is required in order to pull off this combination of mystery and comedy, as well as 
the many twists and turns throughout the show. Each cast member has worked tremendously hard to find 
their character and I couldn’t be more proud of them.  

There are so many people who have helped make this production possible. I would like to thank 
my mother, Maura Calio, for her incredible work creating costumes and props. I would also like to thank 
Andrew Ardito for guiding me through my first year as a Wheatley staff member and Director. The WTC 
would like to thank Paul Chisholm, Thomas Storck, and the stage crew for designing and building our set. 
We would also like to thank Scott Eckers and his Tech Crew for their artful lighting and sound design. 
The WTC would like to thank Jacob Kaufman and Rahul Ajmera for their hard work and leadership as 
Co-Presidents. All of the WTC board members worked diligently to make this production a success. A 
special thank you to Skylar Blechner for her work as prop master and assistant costumer.  
 
Sincerely, 
Caitlin Calio 
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Clue: Cast List 
 
 

  Wadsworth ...............................................Emma Melnikov  

  Colonel Mustard .......................................Rahul Ajmera 

  Mrs. White ................................................Layla Jarrahy 

  Mrs. Peacock ...........................................Emma Leng 

  Mr. Green .................................................Jacob Kaufman 

  Miss Scarlett ............................................Kaileigh Fiorillo 

  Professor Plum .........................................Ansh Jhaveri 

  Yvette ........................................................Shruti Goyal 

  Mr. Boddy/Cop/FBI Agent ........................Jace Yagoda 

  The Cook/FBI Agent...................................Skylar Blechner 

  Motorist/Singing Telegram Girl/Reporter....Kayla Roberts 
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Who’s Who 
Cast 

 
He’s bigger! He’s badder! Ladies and gentlemen, may I introduce…RAHUL AJMERA (more 
commonly known as, Rahooligan, Rahullk, Raja, and (best for last), Ra Ra!). The original YASS 
QUEENer, has found his home in the Wheatley Theatre Company where he’s given the chance 
to express his histrionic personality. Punctual as ever, he arrives to all rehearsals three seconds 
before he is ten minutes late. Chromebook in hand, he’s always ready to read lines off the 
convenient PDF script available on google classroom, since his script fell into the black hole he 
carries around on his back, along with every other assignment he “swore he did.” Ra Ra finds 
that complete immersion in method acting is key to his inspired performances, a prime example 
including fooling Dorothy into thinking he was THE Wizard of OZ whilst putting together his 
nationally ranked NHD project. Wheatley’s biggest drama queen will be portraying Colonel 
Mustard in this year’s production of Clue. Truly a beloved member of the cast, WTC wishes Ra 
Ra luck in his future endeavors at Ivy League colleges (because any of them would be lucky to 
have him). He’s extremely grateful for all the opportunities and memories the WTC has given 
him, and he leaves his legacy to his favorite junior, Emma Melnikov. (This message was brought 
to you by Emma Melnikov :) ) 
 
Skylar Blechner is a WTC veteran with this being her eighth show. She loves acting and 
helping out backstage. One of her favorite parts of high school has been working in the theatre. 
One of her senior quotes is "Where better to escape trouble than a theater?" - Newsies. She hopes 
you all enjoy the show. She had so much fun participating in it. 
 
Shruti Goyal, junior, is playing the role of Yvette, the French maid. She is very excited to 
perform for everyone and has been with the Wheatley Theatre Company since eighth grade. 
Pardon her French and enjoy the show! 
 
Kaileigh Fiorillo is thrilled to be in the WTC’s production of Clue! She has been in many past 
WTC shows including Dorothy in The Wizard of Oz, Terpsichore in Xanadu, and Little Red in 
Into the Woods. She has been a part of albums such as “Love” and “The Holiday Star 
Experience” which are available on all music platforms. Thank you to the cast and crew of 
Clue!! 
 
Layla Jarrahy is a junior at The Wheatley School. In addition to playing in the school pit 
orchestra for the past two years, she also starred in last year’s play, All in the Timing. She 
extends her thanks to the cast, crew, and director for creating an excellent show. 
 

  



 

Hey! This is Ansh Jhaveri’s first time doing the play. Since he’s never done this before, he was 
very surprised when he got the part, but was also relieved because he didn’t want to leave 
Wheatley without trying something that he always said he would. He will be playing Professor 
Plum...the really sleazy guy. 
 
Jacob Kaufman is so excited to bring Mr. Green to life in the Wheatley Theatre Company’s 
production of the Clue! He is one of the few seniors in this cast and has been in the Wheatley 
Theatre Company since eighth grade. This is his eighth show here at Wheatley, and is so grateful 
for this incredible cast and crew. Past roles include Jack in Into The Woods and the Tin Man in 
The Wizard Of Oz. He wants to congratulate everyone in this company!!  
 
Emma Leng is very excited to be a part of Wheatley Theatre Company’s production of Clue! 
Previous credits include the waitress in All In The Timing. She would like to say thanks to all of 
the amazing cast and crew of Clue for making this show a success!  
 
Emma Melnikov, how’s it going, man? Yes, man. Starting her WTC career in the 2016 fall 
production of Arabian Nights, Emma was slapped on stage. Boy, did she take it like a man, only 
to run off stage and ~maybe~ shed some tears. In Xanadu, Emma played a muse, seducing her 
way through the musical with her big...........brains. Nonetheless, Emma continues to be a muse 
in real life: an inspiration to all, her acting skills are unparalleled, chock full of dramatic risks 
and quirky accents. In the 2018 fall production of You Can’t Take it With You, Emma 
reconnected with her Russian roots as she played Kholenkov, the wrestling ballerina. Strong as a 
bull, Emma tackled another actor to the floor, perhaps a little too hard(she was always a little too 
manly for her own good(Rahul is writing this bio for context, so iykyk)). Playing the part of 
Kholenkov began a saga of male roles for Emma, going on to play the narrator in Into the Woods 
and some random character in Phillips Glass (lololol what even was that show). Emma’s greatest 
triumph, however, came when she emerged as the beloved Cowardly Lion in The Wizard of Oz. 
Appreciating the furry things in life, Emma’s self-identification proved to be worthwhile as she 
left the audience in awe as she performed “The King of the Jungle.” Indeed, she did love 
wagging that tail. Emma puts the “TALENT” in the “Wheatley Theatre Company.” Oh wait, rip. 
#sorry #not #sorry In all honesty, however, the WTC would not be the same without her nonstop 
“I’m sorry!” when leaving for tennis practice, her maniacal laugh that definitely rings two 
octaves below mine, and her ability to play such versatile roles. Oh, I forgot to mention that 
Emma’s playing Wadsworth in this year’s fall production. Although she plays the role 
effortlessly, she has learned a thing or two about respect towards guests. Emma, learn some 
manners if you want to become a gentleman. 
 
Kayla Roberts can’t wait to be a part of the Wheatley Company's production of Clue. She did 
the play last year of All in the Timing and Into the Woods two years ago and can’t wait to do 

  



 

more. She would like to thank all the cast and crew members who have worked incredibly hard 
to make this show a success.  
 
Jace Yagoda is very excited to be a part of this year’s school drama, Clue, as Mr. Boddy, the 
cop, and the FBI agent. He is a sophomore and has worked with the Wheatley Theatre Company 
for three shows now. Outside of WTC, he likes to fence and to sleep. To sign off, he wishes 
everyone in the cast and crew good luck and he can’t wait to work in future productions with 
Director Caitlin Calio and the rest of Wheatley Theatre Company. 
 

 
 
   

  



 

Stage Crew 
 
Lana Cale is currently in 8th grade. This will be her first show and she is so excited to help out! 
She thanks everyone for making this such an awesome show! 
 
Maia Cale is currently in 10th grade. She is so excited to help out with stage crew this year! She 
participated last year in stage crew, and it was one of her favorite events! She would like to thank 
everyone for making this a great show! 
 
Giuliana Cappi is a sophomore and she can’t wait to help out the drama club with yet another 
amazing production. This will be her second production with the Wheatley Theatre Company! 
She wishes for everyone to do their best and have fun<3 
 
As a sophomore, Joyce Chen is ecstatic to be helping as an official member of stage crew for 
Wheatley’s production of Clue! She can’t wait to work with the rest of the cast and crew. She 
has helped backstage a few times on short notice for past musicals but hasn’t fully been a part of 
stage crew until this year. She wishes the best of luck to the rest of the Wheatley Theatre 
Company and hopes that you enjoy the show! 
 
Hitangee Jain is a senior and is so excited to join stage crew again this year. She is excited to 
work with the cast for Clue! She would like to thank all of the members of the stage crew and 
cast for the time and dedication they have given to make this show happen.  
 
Jeff Melnikov has been in four WTC productions in the past two years: You Can’t Take It With 
You, Into The Woods, All in the Timing, and The Wizard of Oz. Clue is Jeff’s 5th show with 
WTC. He has been performing ever since Willets and now Wheatley! He is excited to be 
working with Stage Crew. Jeff will also like to wish luck to all his cast and crew members and to 
have fun, and can’t wait for the next upcoming shows. 
 
Emma Pak can’t wait to help out and work alongside the cast and crew for Clue! She is a 
sophomore and holds the role of Stage Manager. This is her fifth production with the Wheatley 
Theatre Company. She wishes the best of luck to the incredible cast and crew and gives her 
thanks for coming to see the show!  
 
Emme Resnick can’t wait to take part in her second Wheatley Theatre Company performance! 
She is in 10th grade and will be working backstage with the stage crew. She had a great time last 
year in her first show and is excited to help out again. She wishes good luck to everyone 
participating in this production!  

  



 

 
Alexis Toscano is a freshman fulfilling her interests. She can’t wait to be apart of the Wheatley’s 
company production Clue! This is her first involvement with the Wheatley Theatre Company! 
She wishes luck to everyone and thanks you all for coming!  
 
Kayla Vos is a sophomore and has done stage crew for one show, The Wizard of Oz. She is 
looking forward to doing stage crew for more WTC productions.  
 
Kristin Zachariah has been a dedicated member of stage crew for two musicals and one show 
in the last two years. She is excited to be helping out again, and wishes all the actors good luck 
even though none of them need it ;) *wink wonk* 

 
************************************************************************************************************* 
 

         And A Special Thanks to Dr. Eckers and our Light and   
                                                  Tech Crew.... 
 

●    Greg Seoylemezian ~ 12th grade 
●           Declan Brady ~ 10th grade 
●    Matthew Temkin ~ 10th grade 
●       Patrick Barrera ~ 10th grade 
●          Jack Arsenian ~ 9th grade 
●      Hunter Blechner ~ 8th grade 
●     Brendan Temkin ~ 8th grade 

 

   

  



 

 

 
Congratulations to 

the cast and crew of 
Clue! Much love to 
my WTC family!!  

 
Love, 

Kaileigh 
 

 
Break a leg to the cast and 
crew of Clue!!  Especially to 
Kayla who brightens our life 

every day! 
We Love You!!   

 
Mommy, Daddy, Jacob, 

Gillian, Logan, Jack Frost 
and Jolie 

 

 
Congrats to the cast, crew, 

and Ms. Calio for an 
incredible performance! 

 
I’m really proud of 

everyone!! You’re all amazing  
and I love you all <3 

 
Emma Pak 

 
 

Congratulations to 
the cast and crew for 

a fantastic 
production! 

 

 

  



 

 

Congratulations to Jacob 
and the whole cast of 
Clue! We are so very 

proud of you and all of the 
seniors! Here’s to the last 

year of drama of your high 
school career. 

We love you very much, 
Mom, Dad, Asher and 

Dylan 

Congratulations 
to the Wheatley 

Theatre 
Company! 

 

Congratulations to all 

of the seniors in their 

last fall play of high 

school! 

~Sponsored by the Class 

of 2020 

 

Thanks to everyone 
in the show for 

putting on such a 
great play!  

 
-Layla 

 

 

  



 

Thank you to the cast 
and crew of the 

Wheatley Theatre 
Company’s Production 

of Clue! Break a leg!  
 

-Emma Leng 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Congrats to the cast of Clue! 
And good luck in your 

performances!!!! It would’ve 
been nice if Wadsworth had 
a trumpet solo but alas you 

can’t have everything :( 
- that trumpet player 

 

Congratulations to our 
beautiful and talented 
grand-daughter!  We 

love you!   
 

Grandma Nette and 
Grandpa Karl 

 
 
 

  



 

 

Congratulations to our Miss Scarlet 
(Kaileigh) and the whole cast and crew of 
Clue! Great job on another fabulous WTC 

performance!  
 

Love, 
The Fiorillo Family 

 

 
To Jace and the cast of Clue, 

Wishing you the best in solving 
the mystery of who, where, and 

with what...  
Love, your family!! 

   

  



 

 

I’m so happy that my brother got a great 
part! With the rest of the cast, I know he 
is going to break a leg!! Therefore, I love 

him.  
-His sister, Sunidhi (Sunny-D) 

 
   

♥ ♥ ♥ 
 

Congratulations on another amazing 
show! 

 
Love, Grandma, Poppy, and Daffy 

 
♥ ♥ ♥ 

 
 

  



 

 

Skylar - 

We are so very proud of you and everything you 

have accomplished!!! It has been a pleasure watching 

you perform all of these years!!! We Love you so 

much!!! 

 

Love 

Mom, Dad, Hunter, Zoe, & Abby 

Xoxo 

  



 

 

  



 

Dear Rahul, I can’t believe 
this is your senior year in 

high school. Seeing you grow 
performing at home stages, 

at our temple and at the 
school makes your mom and 
dad so happy. It’s our pride 

and pleasure to see you grow 
into a fine young man. Keep 
it up; follow your passions 

and yes - break a leg !!!  
With lots of love, 

Ashish & Ritu Ajmera   

  



 

Are You... 
Stressed and Overworked? 

Do You…. 
Need a break from the monotony of your 

academic career? 
Harbor a secret passion for the Theater and 

Dramatic Arts? 
 

Come join the Wheatley Theatre Company 
and experience life on the stage! 

Auditions for our spring musical are starting 
soon! 

Look for information on the Drama Board in 
the Music Wing. 

 
Find your place at Wheatley and join a 

family you’ll never forget! 
 

This message is sponsored by the Board of 
the Wheatley Theatre Company. 
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